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Abstract 
Smartphone usage is higher than ever and the number is steadily increasing, but not all               
websites on the Internet are adapted for use on smartphones. This study set out to find                
common and proven guidelines from the current scientific literature and create a guide on              
how to best adapt a desktop website to be optimized for use on smartphones. Areas of                
research were usability, readability and energy saving. A literature review of the body of data               
on the subject was reviewed and the result was put in a list of guidelines. The guidelines were                  
used to compare the desktop version versus the smartphone version on 5 frequently visited              
websites. 

The result was summarized with a score for each website and their respective solution for                
displaying components on small screens was noted. A prototype website was constructed in             
two versions: one responsive and one unresponsive. The prototype website’s different           
versions were then tested by a group of testers. The result of the tests concluded that the                 
guidelines raised user satisfaction and readability. Sufficient energy saving metrics could not            
be extracted in the way design and usability was tested and had to be excluded from the                 
testing.  

The list of guidelines showed that there are solutions for solving readability, usability              
issues and energy-saving issues on smartphones. The testing concluded that there was an             
increase in text readability and usability of the website when the guidelines were             
implemented. Further testing of energy saving must be conducted to test the validity of the               
remaining untested  guidelines. 
 
Keywords: responsive design, readability, usability, web design 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 
The first Apple iPhone was announced in 2007 [1] and since then, smartphones have become               
more common in our daily life. Usage of smartphones for accessing websites is steadily              
increasing. In a study by Pew Research in 2018 [2] they concluded that the percentage of                
Americans owning a smartphone is 77 %, an increase of 35 % compared to the previous                
survey from 2011. According to another study in 2015 made by Adobe [3], 79 percent of                
users would stop interacting with a website or service if the content doesn’t display well on                
their device. This means that if a website isn’t adapted to smartphones and the user isn’t                
using a desktop pc many users will have a bad experience visiting that site and they will not                  
return. 

Looking at these numbers, if a company’s website isn’t adapted for smartphones, there is a                
possibility that smartphone users will be turned away from the site entirely and potential              
visitors will receive a negative image of the company. There are a lot of variables that                
determine a site’s usability when adapting a website to smartphones. One must consider the              
different points that make a site inviting to visitors and at the same time try and conform to                  
best practices and guidelines that renders an application or mobile website usable on a              
smaller device with touch screen. 

1.2 Responsive design terminology 

1.2.1 Progressive advancement 
Progressive advancement [4] is a design approach when the designer starts with a simple              
version of the website containing the intended pages and base functionality set up. When the               
simple version of the website is finished, designers add functionality for larger devices for a               
better experience. This approach focuses on content and the website being functional in             
different browsers. 

1.2.2 Graceful degradation 
Graceful degradation [4] is a term in design which means, when applied in web design, that                
the designer builds a website that will work in the newest browsers with the latest features                
and is the opposite approach from Progressive advancement. The website is then made             
backwards compatible for older browsers with a functional but not as good experience.             
Applied to design in regards to differently sized devices, graceful degradation is the principle              
of first designing the website for a desktop browser and then downgrades the website to               
a mobile version of the site. 
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1.2.3 Responsive web design 
The term Responsive Web Design (RWD) was defined by Ethan Marcotte in his article A list                
apart [5] in 2010. RWD is a more adaptive approach to designing websites for different               
devices. Today responsive web design is an industry standard in web design and a search for                
“responsive web design” on google yields over 300 million results (search performed on             
April 23rd 2019). This is the principle that is used in my study where I set out the best way to                     
redesign aspects of a website that isn’t adapted for smaller devices. 

1.2.4 Mobile-first principle 
The mobile-first principle, put forward by Eric Schmidt - the CEO of Google - at the Mobile                 
World Congress in 2010, is a design rule that proposes that designers should start developing               
websites and web applications for mobiles because they have more restrictions, then            
successively add to the functionality to create a tablet or desktop version [6]. 

1.6 Motive and value 
I believe the findings could be of value to the web developer community as a whole. With the                  
number of websites being accessed through smartphones increasing, the need for websites            
being easy to use by smartphone-users is increasing as well. Also, companies need to meet               
site visitors’ demands quickly for them not to lose potential customers/visitors. I think that              
companies that have a website designed for large screens and are in need of smartphone               
adaptation could benefit from my study. It would cost less to make a website responsive than                
to create a standalone mobile version or native application for iOS and/or Android [7][4].              
Therefore, if they can set up a responsive website quickly with the help of guidelines and                
pointers, they could potentially save money and gain a lot of new visitors using other devices.                
Also health services and public information websites could use this type of information to get               
their website usage growing for smartphone users and get a larger outreach [8]. 

1.7 Purpose 
My goal is to have a report that guides developers in adapting desktop-only content for smart                
phones and optimizing performance. To have a clear guide how to display text and other               
content on websites on smaller screens. Both the steps a web designer should take in adapting                
general web components to being accessible on a smartphone but also writing down             
guidelines for making text readable, content user-friendly and making sure that performance            
is good. In the report, I will describe the best practices in dealing with the research questions.  
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1.8 Scope 
As the tests taken by the users requires an application to be used, I will create a prototype                  
based on the knowledge presented in the report. The prototype will not be a fully functional                
web application, but a simple site to display the content and navigation menus. It should be                
simple enough for it to be easy to interact with but also have enough functionality and content                 
for the users to make a judgement about the aspects of the design points mentioned in this                 
document. The prototype will implement the guidelines gathered from the literature review so             
their usefulness can be assessed. My focus in this research will be on collecting, analyzing               
and presenting data that can be of use to web designers creating responsive websites. 
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2. Research questions 

2.1 Research question 1 
How does one save energy while optimizing websites for smartphones? 
Since mobile devices have limited battery power and a lot of people use smartphones all               
throughout their day, it is important to build websites that don’t drain the battery an               
unnecessary amount. It would not only increase power usage needed to charge the             
smartphone battery but would also leave a bad impression on the user. I will answer this with                 
the help of literature reviews and user testing of a prototype web application implementing              
these guidelines. Guidelines for performance are under section 5.3.3 Performance. 

2.2 Research question 2 
How does one adapt a website’s interface and navigation to provide for the best user               
experience on smartphones? 
For a website to be perceived as user-friendly, the navigation and user interaction must be               
working. The user’s touch interactions must be visually responsive and quick. I will answer              
this with the help of literature reviews and user testing of a prototype web application               
implementing these guidelines. Guidelines for user interaction are under section 5.3.2 User            
interaction. 

2.3 Research question 3 
Can text be adapted for smaller screens with optimal readability? 
On smaller screens it’s harder to make out text than on larger screens. After my study, I                 
should have the data necessary to answer this question. I will answer this with the help of                 
literature reviews and user testing of a prototype web application implementing these            
guidelines. Guidelines for design can be found under section 5.3.1 Design. 
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3. Method 

3.1 Smartphone web design guidelines 
This study will be done in different parts, each one being dependent on the previous. Firstly,                
the literature on the subject (adapting content for smartphones) and adjacent subjects            
(displaying content, enhancing usability and saving energy on smartphones) will be studied            
and from this study a set of best-practice guidelines will be presented. For every best-practice               
or guideline found it will be inserted into a list of design rules for smartphone applications.                
By using this method I will provide my study with the current data on how to make a good                   
website design. By doing this, I make sure that the later work dependent on the guidelines are                 
up-to-date with the latest information. 

3.2Website best-practice analysis 
With these guidelines the top 5 english websites, according to American web traffic analysis              
company alexa.com [9], will be analyzed by myself. By analyzing the most frequently visited              
websites I will make sure that what I’m analyzing is tested and regularly used. 
The top 5 most visited english websites are: 

1. Google.com 
2. Youtube.com 
3. Facebook.com 
4. Wikipedia.org 
5. Yahoo.com 

 
Both the desktop version and smartphone version of the websites will be tested to examine if                
the smartphone version adheres to the collected guidelines and the difference in components’             
position and design between versions will be looked at. Using this method, ways to customize               
a desktop website to a responsive mobile version can be found. 

3.3 Test system specifications 
Desktop tests were done using the Firefox web browser on an Asus zenbook laptop with               
Linux Ubuntu 18.04.2 operating system and 1920 pixels wide and 1080 pixels high screen.              
Smartphone tests were done using the Firefox web browser application on an Huawei Y6 Pro               
Smartphone with Android 5.1 Lollipop operating system and a 720 pixels high and 1560              
pixels wide touch screen. Analyzes on the smartphone were done in portrait orientation. I              
choose this configuration as it is what was available for me to use at the time. 
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3.4 Web application prototype 
With the information collected in the literature review and website analysis I will construct a               
simple website prototype. The prototype will come in two versions: a desktop version and a               
responsive, smartphone-adapted version. The responsive version will have design choices and           
functionality based on the list of guidelines collected from the literature review. The regular              
desktop version will not be responsive and will not be adapted for smaller screens. By               
building a prototype based on the guidelines the design rules can be manifested in a website                
and visible. The prototype will be a simple news site that displays news articles and allows                
for functionalities like logging in and registering a user. This type of application is not               
complicated and easy to start exploring. 

3.5 Prototype user testing 
With the help of the client I will conduct user tests with my prototype applications. My client                 
is a startup IT-company based in Stockholm and my test participants were found among the               
client’s employees. Peers in my school also participated in the testing to increase the number               
of testers. A total of nine test persons participated in the testing. Tester’s experience with               
using smartphones and developing web content varied and is presented in the results section.              
The testers will first use a desktop computer to complete tasks in the desktop version of the                 
website. Then the user will be randomly assigned either the same website in a smartphone               
and complete the same tasks or they will perform the same tasks on a smartphone using the                 
responsive, smartphone-adapted version of the website. Before the testing the users will rate             
both their experience using a smartphone and then their experience with designing content for              
the web. Both questions have the rating choices of 1. novice, 2. intermediate and 3. expert.                
This will make sure that users’ experience and competence in web design can be considered               
in the data. 
 
The tasks the users will perform are the following: 

1. Look around and familiarize yourself with the website. 
2. Navigate to news page 
3. Navigate to the login page 
4. Register as user 
5. Login with newly registered user 
6. Navigate to news page again 
7. Find the article about auto-deleting data 
8. Find out which android feature it will extend to 
9. Navigate to article about Huawei 
10. Find author of original article 
11. Navigate to about page 
12. Log out 
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These tasks were chosen as they test most of the guidelines and encourage a natural               
progression of exploring the website. After the user tests, each tester will answer a number of                
statements regarding the usability aspects, once for each of the two versions of the sites. Each                
statement will have a grading from 1 to 10 which corresponds to the validity of the statement                 
from the testers’ point of view. By using a wide rating scale I can get a diverse data variation                   
and the users’ individual experience can be more specifically graded.  
 
The statements are as following: 

1. The website is easy to navigate on 
2. The text on the site is easy to read 
3. It is easy to find information on the site 
4. There are no issues while interacting with the site 
5. There are no problems using the forms on the site 
6. I have no problems solving the tasks 
7. I understand the navigation menu clearly 
8. The site is generally easy to interact with 

 
After grading these statements, testers will be asked to leave comments if they choose to.               
Post-questionnaire questions regarding the site are following: 

1. Did you have any problems using this site? If so, please describe them. 
2. Did you find any bugs or issues when using this site? If so, please describe them. 
3. After using this site, do you have any suggestions on how to improve the design or                

structure of the website? 
 
Asking these questions will give me personal feedback on how well the design choices              
worked. It would also give me information on how to enhance the prototype for future tests. 

3.6 Data compilation and report 
After the tests I hope to find out how well the combined knowledge from the literature review                 
translates into an actual application and also if the learned best-practices are practical from a               
user-perspective. In addition the answers from the test users will complement the knowledge             
and be a good pointer for what users actually want from a smartphone-adapted website. 

Using all of this information, a short guide on how to translate common components to                
work on smaller screens will be written together with the most important guidelines,             
according to test results. This will allow me to accurately answer my research questions with               
tested guidelines and proven design choices. 
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4. Literature review 

4.1 Purpose 
The purpose of this literature review is to grant the reader of the thesis a context in which the                   
research took place and to show how the subject has been previously studied within the               
academic institutions and provides knowledge in the subject from earlier studies. It also             
provides a justification for doing this study as no research like this has been conducted               
before. This review should also provide the means with which to recreate the work I did. Data                 
from the literature list provides the basis for my list of guidelines. 

4.2 Method 

Process 
I started the literature review process by searching on both the Google Scholar search engine               
[10] and Blekinge Institute of Technology (BTH) online library [11]. I searched from 29th of               
January 2019 to 4th of May 2019 with the keywords:  

● smartphone responsive design 
● smartphone text readability 
● smartphone text legibility 
● smartphone energy consumption web design 
● smartphone usability 
● smartphone adapt content 

Criterias 
The inclusive and exclusive criteria I used in this literature review are the following: 
Exclusive criterias: 

● Papers are not in English 
● Papers are older than 5 years 
● Are not peer reviewed 
● Are book reviews 
● Are newspaper articles 

 
Inclusive criterias: 

● Is published after January 1st 2015 
● Language is English 
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Results 

Query keyword results on BTH online 
library 

results on Google Scholar 

smartphone responsive 
design 

274 18 500 

smartphone text readability 74 11 600 

smartphone text legibility 18 6 240 

smartphone energy 
consumption web design 

469 17 000 

smartphone usability 631 24 700 

smartphone adapt content 526 17 400 

Total 1 992 95 440 

Further exclusion criteria 
● Subject is on adapting content for smartphones or improving readability/usability on           

smaller devices 
● Abstract contains one of the following keywords: 

○ smartphone responsive design 
○ smartphone text readability 
○ smartphone text legibility 
○ smartphone energy consumption web design 
○ smartphone usability 
○ smartphone adapt content 

● Abstract is related to study subject 

Results 

Query keyword results on BTH 
online library 

results on Google 
Scholar 

duplicates 

smartphone responsive design 5 4 2 

smartphone text readability - 1 0 

smartphone text legibility 2 2 1 

smartphone energy consumption web 
design 

0 1 0 
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smartphone usability 0 1 0 

smartphone adapt content 0 0 0 

Total 7 9 3 

16 

 
A total of 16 articles were found with the mentioned criteria. With duplicate articles removed               
13 are remaining.  

Additional rounds of reference searches 
After the first round of searching for articles, a second and third round of searching was                
carried out in the resulting articles’ references. The inclusive and exclusive criteria was the              
same as for the first round of searching. Another 9 were found with 2 being duplicates. The                 
total number of articles found for the literature review were 20. 

4.3 Conclusion 
There are lots of papers and articles about readability, user experience and so forth. Within               
that category there is also a lot of articles about the subject of providing guidelines for best                 
practices when designing a website on smaller screens. Most of the scientific papers are very               
defined in their specific subjects, making them hard to include in a general guidelines list. 

I got a lot of initial information from papers examining ways to enhance legibility and                
user-experience but not as much about optimizing performance and energy saving on web             
applications. The articles I found about energy saving were not applicable to my area of web                
design but more on the subject of hardware optimization and native applications. There were              
no articles about performance and optimization of mobile web applications and also no             
papers on the process of adapting desktop applications or web sites for smartphones. 

One of the articles were contradicting another source in the literature list. Some ambiguity               
amongst the guidelines extracted were also found and sorted out. More on this in section 5.2,                
Contradictions and ambiguity. The literature review shows that there is a gap in the body of                
scientific theses regarding my subject. Therefore the result of this literature review indicates             
that my research is needed and could be of value to the web design community. The resulting                 
guidelines and information from each study can be read in section 5, Literature review              
results. 
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5. Literature review results 
A Validation of navigation guidelines for improving usability in the mobile web 

B Design Heuristics for Effective Smartphone Questionnaires 

C Responsive Web Design: Testing Usability of Mobile Web Applications 

D Towards Usability Guidelines for Mobile Websites and Applications 

E One Site to Rule Them All, Redux: The Second Round of Usability Testing of a 
Responsively Designed Web Site 

F Usability Testing of a Mobile Friendly Web Conference Service 

G Choosing between responsive-design websites versus mobile apps for your 
mobile behavioral intervention: presenting four case studies 

H Strategies for Mobile Web Design 

I Perceived Usability, Attractiveness and Intuitiveness of Responsive Mobile 
Tourism Websites 

J How well are health information websites displayed on mobile phones? 
Implications for the readability of health information 

K The Fold Manifesto: Why the Page Fold Still Matters 

L The effects of visual crowding, text size, and positional uncertainty on text 
legibility at a glance 

M Effects of ambient illumination, contrast polarity, and letter size on text legibility 
under glance-like reading 

N The Effect of Font Weight and Rendering System on Glance-Based Text 
Legibility 

O Utilising Psychophysical Techniques to Investigate the Effects of Age, Typeface 
Design, Size, and Display Polarity on Glance Legibility 

P Nyx: A Display Energy Optimizer for Mobile Web Apps 

Q Perspectives on usability guidelines for smartphone applications: An empirical 
investigation and systematic literature review 

R User experience with web browsing on small screens: Experimental 
investigations of mobile-page interface design and homepage design for news 
websites 

S An experiment with content distribution methods in touchscreen mobile devices 
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T Material Design 

5.1 Studies 
Study A [12] revisits conventional navigational guidelines for web design and checks            
whether they are valid and implementable or not on mobile devices. They found that of 15                
navigational guidelines for PC, 14 were valid and 1 needed modification before being             
applicable. I have condensed the list and combined similar guidelines to get 8 guidelines from               
their list: 

● Visually separate adjacent links 
● Distinguish navigation links from controls 
● Use familiar terminology for navigation links 
● Use descriptive link labels 
● Highlight previously visited links 
● Distinguish links opening new windows from ordinary links 
● Distinguish within-page links 
● Use short link text 

 
Study B [13] explores the literature on smartphone questionnaire design between 2007 and             
2016 and identified general design principles on them. These principles could be transferred             
to guidelines on designing general input forms and buttons on smartphones. 

● In forms, use simpler types of inputs like text fields, checkboxes or radio buttons 
● In forms, avoid complicated types of inputs like sliders or dropdown menus 
● Avoid advanced user input gestures and functionality for changing content or           

navigating. 
● Text should be large enough to promote easy reading, font-size should be at least              

17-18 pixels to be readable 
● All content should fit the width of the screen so that it is visible without horizontal                

scrolling 
● Design features should be simple to deploy and use 
● Questionnaires should function in a predictable way across different devices 
● Touch targets should be large enough to tap accurately (roughly 6.7–8 mm in             

diameter) 
 
The goal of study C was “to test the usability of an application for management of a scientific                  
conference developed using responsive design paradigms.” [14] No forthright guidelines          
applicable to designing mobile web applications could be extracted from this study, but good              
information about the subject was noted. 

● Users might blame themselves for making mistakes that could be caused by bad             
design. 

● Desktop versions of websites are on average better for doing complex tasks. 
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● Users take longer time on average to complete forms on smartphone versions of             
websites than on desktop versions. 

● Users have different skill sets or prerequisites when using a website. 
 
In study D [15], the authors seeks to find guidelines for developing mobile web applications               
and native apps with high quality of usability. The guidelines where numerous and sorted by               
category. 
Layout 

● Place content in the central part of the screen 
● Avoid horizontal scrolling 
● Arrange content vertically, avoid using tabs 
● Locate login button on the top of the screen 
● Make the search field visible and usable 
● Use clear linear structure and avoid table structure of input fields 
● Use no more than three buttons in a dialogue 
● Position buttons in the middle or at the end of the dialogue 
● Position buttons on the right side of the screen 

Navigation 
● Make navigation menus as easy and as simple as possible 
● Use one level navigation menus 
● Avoid many options and scrolling in the navigation menu 
● Make important pages reachable from the start page 
● Provide a possibility to quickly navigate back to the start page 
● Minimize the number of clicks needed to reach each page 
● Use breadcrumbs to show current location, quickly reach the start page, and switch             

between pages 
● Open external links in a new window, keep the current window unchanged 
● Structure menus by topics and usage scenarios to reduce search 
● Make titles, links and navigation items unambiguous, self-explanatory, and         

descriptive. 
Design 

● Keep design simple, consistent, uniform and clear 
● Use a uniform design for different representations of the same product (e.g. website             

and mobile app) 
● Emphasize important information 
● Use easy identifiable and visible icons. 
● Use button size between 7mm and 10mm 

Content 
● Use similar content and functionality for mobile version as for the desktop version 
● Avoid long texts and use simple sentences 
● Do not show much information on the start page 
● Order content by its importance 
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● Provide automatic suggestions within the application (e.g. search autocomplete) 
● Make user actions revertible to allow quick corrections 
● Integrate confirmation dialogues for change and edit actions 
● Prevent data loss by reminding users of unsaved changes 
● Save the current application state when the application is minimized and restore again             

when the work is continued 
● Automatically correct typing errors 
● Optimize interface to correct imprecise touch control 
● Implement haptic feedback on user actions 
● Support common gestures to control apps 
● Optimize entering passcode on mobile devices 

Performance 
● Minimize loading times. Note: regular users are more tolerant to loading times than             

new users 
 
Study E [16] seeked to responsively redesign a library website. Following information was             
found:  

● Important functionality or information put in content below the fold or below articles             
might not be found. 

● Responsive design may not necessarily equate with a singular experience across           
different devices 

● Separate touchable content to prevent obscuring 
 
Study F [17] yielded one piece of valuable information regarding responsive web design on              
smartphones: “Vertically stacked content is slightly faster to read that linked content”. 
 
According to study G, a web application is to prefer before a native mobile application when                
converting a simple desktop website to a smartphone version. Because of the lower costs of               
developing a web application and shorter development time. Native mobile applications have            
stronger processing power and access to more hardware input choices, but if the functionality              
doesn’t need to differ a lot from the desktop version, a web application is the preferred                
method [7]. This study shows that there is a need for information on how to make a website                  
responsive for smaller screens. 
 
According to study H, it is more cost-effective to adapt a website build for desktops to a                 
responsive site available on all screen sizes than to build a stand-alone mobile website or a                
native smartphone app [4]. 
 
According to study I, “strong reductions on visual features can have negative consequences             
for the user experience” [18]. Although most companies should opt for their website to be               
accessible with a mobile phone, companies should be aware that the visual experience might              
not be as good as on larger screens. This is often a result of the compromises been made to                   
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improve usability. This shows that there are also downsides or challenges to adapting designs              
for smaller screens that have to be addressed in the development-process. 
 
This is an excerpt from study J [8] regarding usability and readability: 

Building mobile-responsive websites should be a priority for health information providers and            
policy-makers. Research efforts are urgently required to identify how best to enhance            
readability of mobile health information and fully capture the capabilities of mobile phones as              
a useful device to increase health literacy. 

The fact that most mobile users will abandon a desktop site when searching on their mobile                 
phones indicates that building mobile-responsive websites should become a priority for health            
information providers in an effort to build health literacy. At the same time, research efforts               
are urgently required to establish a comprehensive knowledge base for health professionals            
and policy-makers to fully capture the capabilities of mobile phones as a useful health literacy               
tool. 

 
From this study can be concluded that guidelines of the sort this report is creating are                
urgently needed and important for various societal services. 
 
Excerpt from study K [19]: 

Users do scroll, but only if what’s above the fold is promising enough. What is visible on the                  
page without requiring any action is what encourages us to scroll. 
 
The 100 pixels just above the fold were viewed 102% more than the 100 pixels just below                 
the fold. 

 
From this study the guideline “place important actions and information on top of page” was               
created. 
 
A very clear set of guidelines were decided upon from study L [20]: 

● Increase text-size 
● Increase line-height 

 
Information in study M is very dense [21], but as I interpret the conclusions I’ve come up                 
with these guidelines. 

● Black text on white background proves most legible 
● In poor lighting (e.g. at night), white text on dark background could be more legible               

because of less pupil dilation and it causes less eye-strain 
 
Study N [22] shows that “Results indicate that under suboptimal rendering, the lightest             
weight typeface renders poorly and is associated with markedly degraded legibility. Under            
optimal rendering, lighter weight typefaces show enhanced legibility compared to heavier           
typefaces.” 
Out of this, one guideline was written: 
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● Use medium rather that lightweight or heavy text-weight for optimal legibility. 
 
Study O [23] concluded after testing that “humanist-style type is significantly more legible             
than a square grotesque style, and that black-on-white text is significantly more legible than              
white-on-black.” Which yields two guidelines: 

● Use black font on white background for legibility 
● Use humanist-type font for legibility 

 
Study P [24] proposes that “Modern smartphones often use OLED screens, which consume             
much more energy when displaying light colors than displaying dark colors“. Although this             
conflicts with the guideline of “use black font on white background”. this is an energy-saving               
guideline and it is included as something developers should keep in mind. 

● Use darker colors for saving energy 
 
Study Q [25] states in its abstract section that “This study aims to develop a comprehensive                
list of usability guidelines suitable for multiple platforms and genres of smartphone            
applications.”. A list of 25 guidelines was listed and divided into sections: 
Navigation 

● Use clear consistent navigation 
● Provide visible and well defined buttons for easy navigation 
● Reduce navigation by providing hierarchies and menu 
● Minimize scrolling through search button 
● Provide complete control to users so that they can exit or back at any stage 

Content 
● Do not use object(s) which provide different meanings 
● Use terms that are related to real world 
● Content should be brief and specific 
● Avoid use of fast moving objects and animations 
● Visited item should be distinguishable 
● Provide thumbnail at each page 

Error handling 
● Provide error prevention by confirming before committing an action 
● Error messages should be simple and easy to follow 

Input method 
● Minimize number of keystrokes while taking input 

Equitable use 
● Provide relevant graphical and voice assistance 
● Provide same functionality for different screen orientation and size 

Cognitive load 
● Provide little and homogenous information in modules to avoid cognitive load 
● Similar and minimal steps or actions should be required to complete a task 
● System status should be visible through proper feedback 
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Design 
● Design should be attractive but avoid using too many colors and animation 
● Color contrast of background and front content should be visible 
● Avoid fancy font styling 
● Design should be consistent and should follow conventions 
● Limit the number of screens and provide a title for each 
● Direct physical touch enhance user satisfaction 

 
An important principle could be extracted from study R [26] such as: “When an interface               
design is easy to use, the design is often simple, straightforward, and user-friendly, requiring              
fewer actions before a goal is achieved.” A conclusion that this study also presented is that                
“the single-page and multi-page designs were rated as easier to read than the zooming              
design”. Also that “thumbnail design is suitable for skimming, making information easy to             
locate”. 
 
These 3 guidelines where extracted from this study. 

● Use thumbnails for articles or posts 
● Use simple and straightforward design that is user-friendly 
● Avoid zooming in mobile websites 

 
Following information was extracted from study S [27]: 
"Vertical scrolling is the most efficient for reading in webpages for mobile devices." 
"Mobile users prefer vertical scrolling instead of paging or internal links" 
"If the content to be shown is very large then paging is preferred by users." 
 
They were shortened and adapted into guidelines: 

● Whenever possible, use vertical scrolling instead of paging or internal links 
● Use paging if content is very large 

 
Material Design, source T [28], is according to its website, "[...] a visual language that               
synthesizes the classic principles of good design with the innovation of technology and             
science.” It’s Google’s design language and a system of guidelines based on collaborative             
efforts between developers and designers [29]. It is a relatively comprehensive guide with a              
lot of information for boosting usability and readability with design. Many of their guidelines              
are supported by what I’ve found in the other scientific articles. 
Typography 

● Use tabular figures (also known as monospaced numbers), rather than proportional           
digits, in tables or places where values may change often. 

● Line lengths for body text are usually between 40 to 60 characters. In areas with wider                
line lengths, such as desktop, longer lines that contain up to 120 characters will need               
an increased line height from 20sp to 24sp. 

● Keep paragraph spacing in the range between .75x and 1.25x of the type size. 
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● Left-aligned text is the most common setting for left-to-right languages such as            
English. 

● Centered text is best used to distinguishing short typographic elements within a layout             
(such as pull quotes), and is not recommended for long copy. 

Text legibility 
● Black text is recommended for use on light backgrounds, and white text on dark              

backgrounds. If your app has both light and dark themes, make sure the text is               
available in a contrasting color against each theme. 

● Instead of using gray text and icons on top of colored backgrounds, create better              
contrast by displaying white or black text with reduced opacity. Avoid using opaque             
gray text that isn’t legible on colored surfaces. 

● Colored text should be used sparingly to draw attention and apply selective emphasis.             
Ideally colored text should be reserved for text elements such as headlines, buttons,             
and links.

Accessibility 
● By placing important actions at the top of the screen, they are given more importance               

in the hierarchy. 
● Because colorblindness takes different forms (including red-green, blue-yellow, and         

monochromatic), use multiple visual cues to communicate important states. Elements          
such as strokes, indicators, patterns, texture, or text can describe actions and content. 

● In most cases, touch targets should be separated by 8dp of space or more to ensure                
balanced information density and usability 

● Keeping related items in proximity to one another is helpful for those who have low               
vision or have trouble focusing on the screen. 

● To improve readability, users might increase font size. Mobile devices and browsers            
include features to allow users to adjust font size system-wide. To enable system font              
size in an Android app, mark text and their associated containers to be measured in               
scalable pixels (sp) . 

● Make sure to a lot enough space for large and foreign language fonts. See Line Height                
for information on the recommended sizes of foreign language fonts. 

● Small text should have a contrast ratio of at least 4.5:1 against its background. 
● Large text (at 14 pt bold/18 pt regular and up) should have a contrast ratio of at least                  

3:1 against its background. 

5.2 Contradictions and ambiguity 
Study B: “Avoid advanced user input gestures and functionality for changing content or             
navigating”. Study D: “Support common gestures to control apps”. Conclusion: “Don't allow            
advanced gestures for changing content or navigating”. Comment: A compromise between           
the two guidelines were met and combined to one guideline. 
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Study O: “Use darker colors for saving energy”. Study N and L: “Use black font on white                 
background for legibility”, “black text on white background proves most legible”.           
Conclusion: “Use black font on white background for legibility” and “Use darker colors for              
saving energy”. 
Comment: Both of these guidelines provide important information on the impact of the             
colors used and should both be included for consideration by the designer. 

5.3 Guidelines 
From the 20 studies I reviewed I created a list of 42 guidelines. Duplicate guidelines or                
similar guidelines were joined together and some guidelines were rephrased as instructions.  

5.3.1 Design 
Text and colors 

nr. Guideline Study source 

1 Use black font on white background M,O,T 

2 Use a medium weight, humanist-type, non-decorative font N,O,Q 

3 Use at least 17-18 pixels font-size B,L,T 

4 Use at least 1.5 or 22 pixels line height L,T 

5 Avoid using too many colors or fast moving objects and animations Q,T 

6 Avoid long texts and use brief information D,Q 

7 Emphasize important information Q,T 

8 Make titles, links and navigation items unambiguous,       
self-explanatory, and descriptive. 

B,Q 

9 Provide alternative "night mode"-theme with darker colors M 

Navigation 

10 Use short, descriptive and consistent link texts A,D,R 

11 Highlight previously visited links A,Q 

12 Distinguish links opening new windows and within-page links A 

13 Provide visible and well defined buttons for easy navigation Q 

14 Use thumbnails for articles or posts Q,R 

15 Place content in the central part of the screen D 
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16 System/Error messages should be simple, easy to follow and give          
proper feedback 

D,Q 

17 Use similar content and functionality for mobile version as for the           
desktop version 

D,Q 

18 Put the most important information and controls on top of page D,K,T 

19 Use terms that are related to real world Q 

20 Use easy identifiable and visible icons. D 

21 Limit the number of screens and provide a title for each Q 

22 Position buttons on the right side of the screen D 

5.3.2 User interaction 
Forms and inputs 

23 Use simple and consistent form inputs that require minimal user          
interaction 

B,Q,R 

24 Only allow simple gestures for changing content or navigating B,D 

25 Use clear linear structure and avoid table structure of input fields D 

26 Use 7-10mm touch area on touch targets B 

27 Show feedback on touch actions D,Q 

28 Integrate confirmation for error-prone actions (such as edit or delete          
actions, navigating away and discarding unsaved changes) 

D,Q 

Menus 

29 Reduce navigation by providing hierarchies and menu Q 

30 Do not show much information on the start page D 

31 Avoid many options, multiple levels and scrolling in the navigation          
menu 

D 

32 Structure menus by topics and usage scenarios to reduce search D 

User interaction 

33 Avoid horizontal scrolling and zooming B,D,R 

34 Avoid tabs or internal links and use vertical scrolling D,S 

35 Save restorable application state D 

Pages 
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36 Open external links in a new window, keep the current window           
unchanged 

D 

37 Use paging if content is very large S 

38 Make important pages reachable from the start page D 

39 Minimize the number of clicks needed to reach each page or           
complete a task 

D,Q 

40 Use breadcrumbs to allow for quick navigation D 

5.3.3 Performance 

41 Minimize loading times D 

42 Use darker colors for saving energy P 
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6. Website analysis 
With the list of guidelines as a base, I studied the five most visited english websites on the                  
internet. The background and method was explained further in section 3.2, Website            
best-practice analysis. Below is the result from the analyzes. I have separated comments on              
the style and design into headlines “Changes between desktop and mobile version” and             
“Notes on changes and style” for clarity. In section 6.6 Website analysis guideline adherence              
all of the websites and their guideline adherence is arranged in a table. 

6.1 Wikipedia.org (I) 
Changes between desktop and mobile version: 

● navbar is placed under the drawer menu instead of in a static sidebar to the left 
● main content is taking up 100% of the site 
● toolbar-link text have changed into icons 
● actions such as search, edit article and change language are at the top of the page, the                 

rest of the menu actions are either removed or placed in the drawer menu 
Notes on changes and style: 

● icons replace text in actions making tapping more precise according to guideline nr             
26. 

● no columns splitting the site in sections, only one main horizontal section 
● content is vertically stacked but chapters are expandable/collapsable, making for          

dynamic site height which makes scrolling easier 

6.2 google.com (II) 
Changes between desktop and mobile version: 
No components has changed place compared to the desktop version 
Notes on changes and style: 

● search bar is slightly different in style and navbar is more compressed 
● content is stacked instead of split into columns 
● desktop version and smartphone version do not differ significantly 
● "mobile-first"-principle seem to be implemented on this website 

6.3 facebook.com (III) 
Changes between desktop and mobile version: 

● search bar is removed from navbar and placed on own page with menu icon linking               
from navbar 

● left sidebar have been removed and placed in drawer menu 
● events have been removed from the right sidebar and placed at the top of the news                

feed 
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● navbar is placed on top with links to sub-pages 
● news feed is taking up 100% width of content and are stacked vertically 

Notes on changes and style: 
● top menu is compressed and the buttons' text is removed in favour of icons 
● content is stacked instead of split into columns 

6.4 youtube.com (IV) 
Changes between desktop and mobile version: 

● The most important links in sidebar have been placed in top navbar 
● more links are placed in sub-pages (profile, subscribers) 
● search-field is placed at the very top 
● links to articles(videos) are stacked vertically 
● drawer menu has been replaced with top navbar 
● video categories in main content is removed and videos are displayed in no visible              

grouping 
Notes on changes and style: 

● the smartphone application is a very much scaled down version of the desktop version 
● the smartphone version is adhering to most guidelines but removes a lot of the              

desktop site's content and menus on the front page or puts links in sub menus which is                 
contradicting guideline nr. 39: "Minimize the number of clicks needed to reach each             
page or complete a task". 

6.5 yahoo.com (V) 
Changes between desktop and mobile version: 

● weather information is removed 
● email and login buttons are removed from menu 
● navbar is removed 
● links in navbar and menu are placed in profile menu-dialog 
● navbar is placed on top with site-brand, search bar and profile menu button 
● articles are placed in main content vertically stacked 

Notes on changes and style: 
Site is not adhering to most guidelines, and are contradicting some: 

● not placing the most important actions on top 
● does not inform when link opens in another tab 
● places all navbar links in profile or login menu 

6.6 Website analysis guideline adherence 
Some guidelines are not simple “do or do-not”-guidelines and some guidelines are up to              
interpretation to the person reading them. Because of this, website designs that are             
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implementing half or some part of the guideline was noted for doing so by getting a “1”                 
score. Websites that don’t follow the guideline in question get a “0” score and those that                
implement the guideline fully get a “2” score. 
0: Website does not adhere to guideline 
1: Website adheres to guideline somewhat 
2: Website adheres to guideline fully 

 Score from guideline adherence 

Guideline nr. Website I Website II Website III Website IV Website V 

1 2 2 2 2 2 

2 1 1 2 1 0 

3 0 0 0 0 0 

4 2 0 0 0 1 

5 2 2 2 1 2 

6 1 2 2 2 2 

7 1 2 0 2 0 

8 2 2 2 2 1 

9 0 0 0 0 0 

10 2 2 2 2 2 

11 2 2 0 0 0 

12 2 0 0 0 0 

13 0 2 0 2 2 

14 1 0 1 2 2 

15 2 2 2 2 2 

16 2 2 1 0 0 

17 1 2 1 0 0 

18 2 2 2 2 2 

19 2 2 2 2 2 

20 2 2 2 2 1 

21 0 0 0 2 1 
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22 0 1 1 1 1 

23 2 2 2 2 2 

24 2 2 2 2 2 

25 1 2 2 2 2 

26 1 1 1 1 1 

27 0 0 0 1 0 

28 2 0 2 1 0 

29 2 2 2 2 2 

30 0 2 0 0 0 

31 2 2 0 2 1 

32 2 2 1 2 0 

33 0 0 1 2 2 

34 0 0 0 1 1 

35 0 0 0 0 0 

36 0 0 0 2 0 

37 0 2 0 0 1 

38 0 2 2 2 2 

39 1 1 0 1 0 

40 0 0 0 0 0 

41 2 2 0 1 0 

42 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 46 52 39 51 39 

6.7 Compilation of analysis 
The website that scored the highest points on the analysis was google.com, with youtube.com              
one point behind. Neither changed much between large and small screens and the overall              
theme of the websites were uniform. Facebook.com and yahoo.com both have the lowest             
score in the analysis with 39 points. There were a lot of components that disappeared from                
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the website on smaller screens on these two. Some design choices that went against certain               
guidelines. 

For example such as guideline nr. 20, “Use easy identifiable and visible icons”, on               
yahoo.com for the menu icon, the icon design chosen was an icon representing a person,               
typically used for navigating to profile page. Dubious choice of icons could be potentially              
confusing for users. Based on this analysis, there was a lot of valuable information received               
regarding the differences between large and small screens and also how adhering to the              
guidelines made for a better experience on smartphone devices. 
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7. Prototype 
Based on the guidelines in section 5.3, I created a prototype web application. The website               
consists of a simple news-feed website that displays a number of summaries of news articles               
and then links to the rest of the article at its original website. It was designed to follow the                   
guidelines as close as possible and test their usefulness when building a website for mobiles. I                
choose a news article feed website because the interactable content should be easy to start               
using as quickly as possible and it was a fast way of filling a website with interesting content. 

7.1 Technical details 
The website application was created using concurrent and simple-to-use technologies and           
tools. The server is an ExpressJS server running on Nodejs, the database is an SQLite               
database and EJS is used to render the pages. 

7.2 Prototype guidelines 
Prototype was analyzed with the same basis and guidelines as the websites in section 6. The                
number of “points” from the guidelines table the prototype got was 71/84, which is 19 more                
points than the most guideline-adhering website in my analysis. Focus was on adhering to              
guidelines. A simple design was needed for the work with guidelines to be easy and practical.                
Therefore not a lot of time was put on making the design beautiful or unique. 

7.3 Prototype website  
Below are described some of the changes made to the website design based on the guidelines. 

7.3.1 Font 
To meet the different required design guidelines a lot of design choices were made. Both for                
the unresponsive desktop version and the responsive mobile version. The chosen font-face for             
the desktop version was “Roboto”, a neo-grotesque sans-serif typeface family [30] used by             
google in its applications and website design. In the mobile version I used the font “Open                
Sans” as it is the number one most popular Humanist-type sans-serif font on the free font                
database website fonts.google.com. The guidelines specifically asks for a “humanist-type"          
font, and while Roboto isn’t a humanist font, it’s a sans-serif and widely used. Because of                
this, the prototype and in turn also the tests would decide which font would be the most                 
legible and readable. Font-size and line height was increased for readability. 

7.3.2 Navigation 
The navigation menu was stripped from all but two links, “Home” and “news” and a button                
for a drawer menu was added for the responsive site. Buttons and touchable icons were made                
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visually responsive to clicks or touch as the guidelines demanded this was done with a simple                
script. 

7.3.3 Technical 
In the website’s code, the meta-tag [31] 
<meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1, 
user-scalable=0"> 
was added which disables zooming described in the list of guidelines. 

7.3.4 Prototype code repositories 
The code for the prototypes’ two versions are located in separate repositories [32][33] on the               
web-based code-repository service GitHub.com [34]. 

7.3.5 Prototype appearance 
Down below are two images showing the difference between the desktop version and the              
mobile version of the prototype on the page “news”. 

 
Image 1, desktop version of non-responsive site in news view. 
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Image 2, mobile version of responsive prototype in news view. 
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8. User testing 

8.1 Method 
Two questionnaire forms were created with Google form creation tool, one for the responsive              
mobile version and one for the unresponsive desktop version. The two questionnaires were             
sent out to my client and its employees and also sent to my peers in my school. Below are                   
images of the questionnaires. 

 
Image 3, the first page of user test form. 
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Image 4, the second page of user test form, first half. 
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Image 5, the second page of user test form, second half. 
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Image 6, top of third page of user test form, showing the differing text from the second page 

 

 
Image 7, fourth and last page of user test form. 
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8.2 Data and statistics 
In total 9 respondents were interviewed. A majority of the respondents reported to be experts               
in using smartphones. This could be a consequence of the high numbers of daily smartphone               
users reported. Many were also sufficient in designing web content, with only two             
respondents answering that their experience level is ‘Novice’. 

 
Image 8, Pie chart summarizing test users’ smartphone usage experience 

 
Image 9, Pie chart summarizing test users’ web content designing experience 
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Image 10, Bar chart summarizing test results for desktop version. Blue bars represent 

average score, red bars represent standard deviance value for each question score. 

 
 

Image 11, Bar chart summarizing test results for the mobile responsive version. Blue bars 
represent average score, red bars represent standard deviance value for each question score. 
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Image 12, Bar chart summarizing test results for the small unresponsive version. Blue bars 

represent average score, red bars represent standard deviance value for each question score. 

8.3 Proposal of new guidelines & feedback 
In this section, the responsive mobile version of the prototype will be named as mobile               
version, the unresponsive version will be named as small version and desktop version on              
both tests will be called desktop version. Respondents were asked to give feedback and              
suggestions on how to further improve the website. The test using the small version had most                
comments and out of 17 problems, issues and suggestions, 10 were specifically about design              
on small version and only 3 was specifically for desktop. On the test using the mobile                
version, there were 9 problems, issues and suggestions and of those, 4 were specifically              
about design on mobile version. Following are the questions asking about feedback as they              
are written in the form and their corresponding answers: 
Question: Did you have any problems using this site? If so, please describe them. 

● when I used it on my smartphone everything was very small (small version) 
● navigating to the original article page which opened in the same tab as the initial               

webpage was a bit of a problem (desktop and small version) 
● password manager did not capture the password correctly (desktop and mobile           

version) 
● the picture is too big and the text is too small (desktop) 

 
Question: Did you find any bugs or issues when using this site? If so, please describe them. 
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● I was asked to log in again when I went to the news section after creating and account                  
and logging in (desktop and mobile version) 

● the menu was hard to click because of the size of the texts (small version) 
● The login form was hard to fill-in (small version) 
● zoom in manually did not work (small version) 
● Side scroll in article page (mobile version) 
● There is a slight bug in the logout on the mobile site (desktop version) 
● When reading an article it is not possible to log out (desktop version) 

 
Question: After using this site, do you have any suggestions on how to improve the design or                 
structure of the website? 

● Fix breakpoints for small screens so that it is easier to use on a smartphone (small                
version) 

● Fix issue with logging in again when going to the news section (small version)
● On mobile site it could have adaptive design so that login/register text fields can take               

all available space (small version) 
● The links on header can be bolder or more like tabs or buttons (small version) 
● Line height in news text can be increased so that it will become easy to read (small                 

version) 
● opening links in a new tab (small version) 
● better readability of the articles (small version) 
● The mobile version startpage is very small on the screen when you enter (small              

version) 
● The navigation bar is hardly visible  (small version) 
● Put login/user register/log out in different font and location from navigation (desktop            

version), it's usually in the upper right corner (mobile version) 
● I'd like article titles on mobile to be left-aligned instead of centered (mobile version) 
● Stay logged in after successful registration (desktop and mobile) 
● I'm not sure icons are the way to go for the main navigation row. The number of                 

options is small enough to use words. Also, the vertical menu may be enough.              
(mobile version) 
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9. Responsive guide 
Following is a guide based on all of the information previously mentioned in the study. Only                
the design principles of basic elements, placements of components and style are detailed in              
this guide, for general design principles on content see the guidelines in section 5.3. A basic                
understanding of web design and proficiency in HTML and CSS is required. 

9.1 Technical details 
Add viewport meta-tag [35] in head of document.  
<meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1, 
user-scalable=0"> 
width=device-width sets the content width to be equal to the device width. 
initial-scale=1 sets the zoom scale to 1 or 100%. 
user-scalable=0 disables zooming in website. 
Use media-queries [36] to set specific style rules for different screen sizes, for example: 
@media only screen and (max-width: 600px) { 
  body { 

font-size: 18px; 
line-height: 1.5; 
overflow-x: hidden; 

  } 
} 

Here the guidelines “Use at least 17-18 pixels font-size”, “Use at least 1.5 or 22 pixels line height” 
and “Avoid horizontal scrolling and zooming” are solved using the css-rules and the meta-tag.  

9.2 Font 
Use a humanist type font -- if in doubt, use a commonly used sans serif and non-decorative                 
fonts -- and use 17-18 pixels font-size and 1.5 line height for your website on smaller screen                 
sizes. Opt for a dark font on white, or light background-color. 

9.3 Navigation 
For links that redirect to other sites, use the attribute target="_" to make the page open in                 
another tab. It’s also a good idea to implicitly indicate that the link opens another tab with the                  

-icon. Use the :visited pseudo-class [37] on link elements to distinguish visited links             
from other links. If the links’ text is making the navigation bar cramped consider using icons                
to control the width of buttons. If the quantity of links are making the navigation bar                
cramped, break down the navigation bar into a toggleable sidebar where most of the              
navigational links are put and place a toggle-sidebar-button in the navigation bar. Make sure              
to make it evident to the visitor which page he/she is on. This is most easily done by putting                   
the page title in a heading on top of page. 
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9.4 Inputs & buttons 
Buttons should stand out from the rest of the page. Do this by setting a background-color on                 
the button that stands out or giving the button a distinct border. Buttons should also be at least                  
around 35 pixels wide and 35 pixels high to be easily tapped. This can be accomplished by                 
adding padding to the button element. Inputs in forms should be as simple as possible,               
one-tap inputs like checkboxes or radio inputs as well as text inputs should be used. When                
using radio and checkboxes, make sure to make the touch area of input large enough to tap                 
and separate from adjacent inputs. Never use range input as it is difficult to use on mobile                 
devices. 

Show simple feedback on touch actions. For example change the color of buttons on click.                
Make sure that the user has access to quick ways to return to previous site and also have links                   
to main pages from navigation bar. Use breadcrumb links for easy backwards navigation             
[38]. Stack content vertically rather than paginate and avoid using tabs to split up content. 
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10. Results 
The literature review showed that there is a need for guidelines when designing responsive              
websites adapted for smartphones. The studies provided different guidelines and information           
on readability and usability but no information on the process of making websites responsive              
could be found. Analyzing the top 5 websites showed that, although most website adhere to               
many guidelines, there are differences in terms of number of guidelines followed. This shows              
that there are aspects of the most visited sites of the internet that could be improved. From the                  
analysis, a variety of guidelines and best practice-data was found on how to adapt a website’s                
interface and navigation to provide for the best user experience on smartphones. 

With the results of the user testing of the prototype, the implementation of guidelines               
seemed to aid both user-friendliness and readability in websites on mobile devices. This             
indicates that adhering to the guidelines list should be a sufficient basis for customizing a               
website for mobile use. The numbers showed that the users had more issues with the               
unresponsive version of the prototype than the responsive. Overall score for the mobile             
responsive version in the tests were 9.12 and in the unresponsive version was 6.47. When the                
combined data and guidelines from the literature review and analysis were used in a mobile               
website the guidelines proved positive in raising user satisfaction, giving an answer to             
research question 2. 

How to adapt text for smaller screen to make it optimally readable was also answered in                 
the guidelines. The resulting testing further provided sufficient statistics to safely say that             
implementing the guidelines increased readability on the website as well, answering research            
question 3. 

Information on how to save energy while optimizing websites for smartphones were not in               
abundance in the literature but two guidelines were written on this subject. Neither of them               
could be implemented in the prototype in the scope of the user testing as the test didn’t                 
measure energy consumption.  

The guidelines also seemed to be practical from the users’ perspective because some testers               
of the smaller unresponsive website called for changes matching some of the guidelines             
listed. Such guidelines were “Increase line height” and “Open external links in a new              
window, keep the current window unchanged”. 
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11. Analysis and Discussion 

11.1 Analysis 
There are a lot of websites that require urgent attention, such as websites containing              
important information from health services or other state institutions. The information might            
not reach out to as many as it should because of poor design for smaller screens [8].                 
Companies that don’t have a website adapted for smartphone users are also missing out on               
lost potential customers due to visitors not wanting to browse their website on smaller screens               
[3]. The first research question was not answered in depth as it is hard to design a scenario                  
where a user would verify the relevance of such a guideline in the context of testing the                 
others as well. I also found it to be a multi-variable problem that would be hard to get a                   
definite result from testing the two guidelines on energy saving. The other two research              
questions, two and three, were fully answered both in the guidelines, through the user tests               
and with the succeeding responsive guide. 

11.2 Discussion 
The results from the user testing of the prototype showed an advantage for the responsive site                
over the unresponsive website. Because of this it seems to me that the implementation of the                
guidelines I found influenced that shift in user-satisfaction and readability. The findings did             
not show which guidelines raised the score the most or if any guidelines are inconsequential               
but I think that the guidelines list is a great basis for starting work on making a website                  
responsive. That’s because of the feedback from the respondents calling for changes akin to              
some guidelines. 

Generally, there is a big potential for increasing visitor satisfaction across the web. The top                
5 most visited sites on the web don’t follow all of the guidelines, shown in section 6.6.                 
Website analysis guideline adherence, and fixing some of them would be quick,            
cost-effective [7][4] and could, according to my test results, increase user satisfaction.            
Companies might not have the time or resources to do a redesign of the whole website, but if                  
they did small changes to their website design to make it responsive they could intercept               
these potential customers instead of them rejecting their website because of poor smartphone             
compatibility [3]. 

Even though there are some guidelines that could be interpreted arbitrarily or are              
subjective, they are still only guidelines. To follow them 100% is not intended because it is                
my belief that the designer should always follow their conviction of what good design is.               
Besides, no designer thinks alike. The purpose of this study is not for every responsive               
website to look exactly the same. These guidelines and the responsive guide in chapter 9 will                
provide a good basis and a starting point for adapting a website for smaller screens. Even if                 
half of the guidelines are met, I still think there would be an increase in user satisfaction, as                  
indicated by the test results. 
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12. Conclusion 
A literature review was conducted on contemporary scientific studies to find out how to best               
adapt websites designed for desktops to be usable on smartphone devices. Three research             
questions were formulated to solve the problem: 

1. How does one save energy while optimizing websites for smartphones? 
2. How does one adapt a website’s interface and navigation to provide for the best user               

experience on smartphones? 
3. Can text be adapted for smaller screens with optimal readability? 

Data and design principles were extracted from scientific literature and arranged into a table              
of 42 guidelines. In the literature review, there was an indication that design guidelines for               
readability and user-friendliness was more occurant than for energy-saving and performance           
optimization. There were also no earlier studies found that specifically studied the process of              
adapting a website to be responsive or usable on smaller screens. 

The guidelines found in the literature were the basis for analyzing the top 5 most visited                 
english sites on the internet. Their adherence to the guidelines were analyzed and measured.              
The solutions the websites had undergone to make their site responsive and usable on small               
screens were noted. The extent of adherence to guidelines were calculated and summarized in              
a table. 

With the help of the guidelines and the analysis, a prototype website was created. One                
version of the website that was designed for use on desktop computers and one that was                
designed to be responsive and used on all screen sizes. The prototypes were then used in a                 
user test with a complementary questionnaire were users were asked of their experience in              
using the sites. The results indicated that following the guidelines raised user satisfaction and              
website usability, readability and user-friendliness. With the help of the guidelines and the             
testing, research questions two and three were answered and solved. However, more testing             
and studying regarding energy-saving and performance optimization is required to answer           
research question one. 
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13. Future work 
The study should have had more participants, but due to time shortage and few readily               
available testers I could not get a bigger test group. A larger study with more test participants                 
would yield a more secure test result and more certain statistics. 

In the future it would be desirable to test a larger number of different web components and                  
the solution to incorporating them into responsive websites on smaller screens. For example             
tables, video, content fetched from news feeds and so on. This would broaden the scope of                
my work and not be a general strategy for designing responsive websites overall. Generally,              
design principles are needed but it could be so that sometimes practical and             
straight-to-the-point instructions on how to fit a component on a seemingly too small of a               
screen is necessary. 

Energy saving and performance is an important aspect of design today. To be able to have                 
a guide on how to implement energy-saving design would be of value to developers. Further               
literature and reviewing with complimentary testing will have to be conducted to answer             
research question one thoroughly. Responsive websites may not be the sole area to do such               
research. 
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15. Annexes 

Unresponsive version test questionnaire 
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